
HUMAN SERVICES MEETING 
Monday, June 11, 2018 

 
 
 Chairman Harrington called with Special Board Meeting to order at 9:30 am, upon roll-
call the following supervisors were in attendance: Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Shaun Gillilland, 
Joe Giordano, Charlie Harrington, Ron Jackson, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, 
Ron Moore, Jerry Morrow, Roby Politi, Randy Preston, Michael Tyler and Joe Pete Wilson. 
Mike Marnell, Jim Monty and Tom Scozzafava were previously excused.   
 
Department Heads present:  Linda Beers, Judy Garrison, Krissy Leerkes, Terri Morse and 
Michael Mascarenas.  Dan Palmer was previously excused. 
 
News Media present:  Keith Lobdell – Sun Community News. 
 
Also present:  Margaret Bartley 
 
 
HARRINGTON:  I’ll call the Human Services Committee to order, first order of business is the 
Department of Social Services, Mike Mascarenas.  Mike has no report but you may have 
questions or concerns regarding his report. 
 
MASCARENAS:  I did have a report unfortunately I owe Judy an apology I didn’t copy her on 
the email I had sent to the board so I’ve got to be better about that Judy.  I apologize. 
Mr. Palmer wanted me to let you guys know that he is not available today. He wanted to make 
sure you all got the report on the Medicaid transports.  He wanted to make sure I let you know 
that that’s available and that you received it. 
In terms of social services CPS is the first category on my report and I did hand it all out to you.  
In April I’m always reporting a month behind because that’s the way our numbers roll out and 
the way the time with my meeting works so this month you’ll get April’s next month you’ll get 
May’s.  Typically we average about 40 – 45 reports a month that’s what we’re staffed to be able 
to handle and do well.  This year for some reason or another those numbers are just blowing up. 
60 is what we had in April and I can tell you I know the numbers for May and it was 92 so I’m 
hoping that that trend goes back to what our norm has been over the last several years but I can 
tell you right now that we nearly doubled what our averages in one month.  It’s a record setting 
month for CPS, they’ve never had that many reports in a month the most they previously had 
had was in May so in May alone they received 92 and there’s a tremendous amount of work that 
has to happen with limited case workers during those timeframes their regulations are very strict 
and they have to be able to meet that need so I just wanted to make you aware of that. We’ll 
keep monitoring what that trend is and we’ll keep an eye on it and right now I don’t want to 
overreact to it but in the first quarter of the year we’re way above average and looking at if it was 
to stay the same being approximately 200 to 300 reports more than what we’ve ever received in 
any previous year. So that’s pretty significant.  I think the Opioid crisis that we continue to talk 
about is a major player in that but it drives services is essentially and what we’re going to see is 
the foster care numbers are going to follow and so are the preventative numbers because the 
more reports you get the more kids you’re going to be removing from homes the more foster 
care you’re going to need and the more assistance family you’re going to need in order to be 
reunited so just something for the board to keep in mind. 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions? 
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JACKSON:  Have you formed some contingency plans if this keeps going? I mean you’re 
doubling the work load on some of your people can you shift people around or something else 
to help with this if this drug crisis continues? 
 
MASCARENAS:  Typically what we instituted a year ago and it serving us well right now is 
every caseworker that is hired we do require to receive cross training so we send them to the 
four week training that is CPS so I can pull people if they are in APS and send them there but 
the issue becomes is you’re really limited in staffing and you’re seeing numbers across the 
board go up so you just don’t have the bodies to be able to pull those in. The State trainings are 
very limited they have been every few months and they are so spread out that before I can get a 
case worker on the street it’s going to be three, four months’ time in CPS, Foster Care those 
things.  APS if I hire somebody today I can do that and get them out there tomorrow so what I 
try to do is make sure all my APS caseworkers are trained in CPS so in a crisis I can pull them 
here and backfill with other workers that are APS. 
 
JACKSON: As long as you have some kind of a plan because it looks like this may continue. 
 
MASCARENAS:  It does and I will be coming back to the board begging for help is really what 
the plan is, we need to get more bodies. 
 
PRESTON: As far as the medical transportation, can you explain your report in English and also 
let me add so I can understand brain surgery times two, I want to add that Department of Health 
blew us off when we had all these meetings with the State Police, Social Services, Kristy’s office 
they blew us off, they actually called me and I said they are in total denial that these things were 
happening.  They were saying their numbers were up because they were doing a better job than 
us well we found out what their better job was they were transporting drugs. So again, can you 
explain your report to where we can all understand? 
 
MASCARENAS: Absolutely.  Actually Mr. Palmer put the report together so the report is Mr. 
Palmer’s.  I supplied a lot of the information through DSS because DSS used to be the dispatch 
for many of those rides.  When I spoke to Mr. Palmer after he got the report out I think his big 
thing was efficiencies and there’s a efficiency for a ride and a efficiency in terms of cost.  I think 
we would admit that they’re probably more efficient at getting people rides quickly but with that 
comes a huge dollar cost and an opportunity for fraudulent activity but we used to dispatch 
those rides and many people in room were included in that it was a team approached human 
services.  I think they’ve lost the human element to providing service to a constituency and they 
simply view it as a ride, as a ride but what they don’t understand is that many of these people 
almost all of them receive services from us in one way or another but whether they were a client 
of OFA, a client of Public Health, a client of Mental Health or a client DSS we were working 
together many times to try and get those people rides so if we could do that amongst us that’s 
what we did. 
The first thing that we did was if people had transportation they were required to use it.  They 
had cars they had to use their own vehicle. If they did not they were required to show us that 
their vehicle was not in working order by a mechanic shop.  If they passed that test we would 
then go after their relatives and see if their relatives could bring them for a ride and we would 
pay them at a pre-negotiated mileage rate that we determined based on our application that we 
received from Medicaid so we had the ability to do that and people were getting about nineteen 
cents a mile and it worked fine doing so. 
The third option would be public transportation we tried to group rides if we could. If you had a 
group of clients that needed alcohol counseling or all going to the same place there’s no place 
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in putting them in six separate taxis’ you would simply put them on a group bus and you would 
take them altogether which saved a lot of money. 
Our last resort I can tell you honestly was taxi’s there were very few of them, I don’t think it’s a 
coincidence that these taxis popped up when the takeover occurred we suddenly were littered 
with them throughout the county and I think it’s absolutely not a coincidence because they were 
the last resort and it wasn’t, you weren’t going to make a huge profit owning a taxi service for 
Medicaid transports in Essex County because we had a lot of fail safes in place to not allow that 
to happen.   
What I can also tell you is we had verification pieces in place.  We had Doctors were required to 
sign that the person showed up for an appointment. We have those documents here still where 
we have the logs whoever provided the ride, who is responsible for bringing in that log, not 
necessarily what the appointment was for we didn’t need to know that but what we needed to 
know was that they showed up and that the driver actually took them.  I’m not sure that those 
things are happening the State hasn’t been really clear about how they are verifying rides.  I 
know that Mr. Palmer has asked them for that specific piece and has not really got a clear 
answer on that.  So hopefully, in a nutshell that helps. I mean the costs are in the report the 
800% increase over a five year period is substantial and while it’s not our issue locally in terms 
of having to produce those funds from property tax your constituents are still paying for it 
through their income tax or what not to make up that difference. I think the cost speaks for itself.  
I’m not sure we need to even say much about that. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Yes you mentioned the opioid crisis issue and I heard a lot description of it and 
stuff but I’m thinking we need to start putting numbers to it see what the effects are.  Is there 
anyway on your reports and stuff like that that you have knowledge that some of these cases in 
CPS, foster care and Adult Protective etc. are the direct result of addiction of opioids have the 
numerical so we can see what the numbers look like? 
 
MASCARENAS: I think that’s a good thought.  I think we can do that.  We can put drugs, alcohol 
all those things into a similar category an addiction is an addiction and try to make a 
determination that way you would be able to see what is really driving the problem that we’re 
experiencing and I think when and these guys are shaking their heads in the audience at me to 
try and distract me but I think you’ll probably hear the same thing from the services that they are 
providing and that they are probably experiencing the same exact issues so collectively as a 
group I think you’ve really got to know all of our client base. Many times somebody I see Terri 
sees, Linda sees not necessarily Krissy but those two certainly do. 
 
GILLILLAND:  In all these types of reports and stuff like so we can get some idea of the 
magnitude and the areas of most impact. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Absolutely.  I’ll start collecting that data in that manner. 
 
McNALLY:  Does the State have providers that are opting their service now to take care of 
riders? 
 
MASCARENAS: They do. I received a list from MNS last week on the taxis that agreed to 
function in Essex County there are still largely taxi services.  I think my issue is there’s no 
guarantee that the same thing isn’t happening with those rides. I think they seem to think it’s an 
isolated incident to Essex County that seems to be the message that we’re receiving and I have 
a hard time believing that. I think it’s easier to find here because of the explosion in cost and 
how that all happened but I think we’re going to see that it’s probably prevalent to many other 
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counties.  They told us that they were able to redistribute all those rides. There were 4100 that 
they had to reassign but those reassignments were to other taxi companies. 
 
McNALLY:  Where are they from? 
 
MASCARENAS:  Some are in the county and some are on county lines.  It wouldn’t be unusual 
for somebody in Minerva to be assigned to a taxi company in Warren County and somebody in 
Keeseville or Chesterfield be assigned to somebody up in Clinton County some of that was 
happening anyway but that’s essentially what’s happening now and we do have drivers here.  I 
have two, transportation has two but we’re largely treated like a taxi service by them so if we 
have an available driver they’ll put them in there.  We’re not their priority.  We’re just another 
driver so if we were treated as such I think that would be the first if they allowed us to prioritize 
the county drivers first that would go a long way in deterring some of the activity that’s 
happening out there but right now that’s simply not happening. 
 
HARRINGTON: Other questions, concerns?  Mike thank you for all of that information. 
 
MASCARENAS: I do have a couple of quick things.  Mr. Giordano last month I reported on 
where the money comes from in social services and we kind of did a fiscal analysis on what’s 
happening and on the report that I gave he did ask me to show everybody a picture. He said, I 
think people will understand it better and I agree with him with him. I think it probably would help 
so what you see if for 2015,’16 and ’17 the cost breakdowns in pie charts and where the money 
is actually coming from to support every service that we provide at social services. The blue is 
the Federal share, the gray is the local and the orange is the state share so you will see that 
breakdown typically the Federal share is about 50% of about everything we do. The local 
ranges from 12% to 24% but the lion’s share of what we’re doing is coming from either Federal 
or State funds which is nice.  You can see exactly how that breaks out.  If you have any 
questions I’m willing to take them on that but I’ve been here quite a long time. 
 
McNALLY:  Yes I’ve seen the trend of our share from 12% to 24% in three years is that 
something that is going to continue do you believe? 
 
MASCARENAS: What you see there is we have settlement funds that come to us on an annual 
basis sometimes we receive two in a fiscal year.  Federal and State fiscal years are very 
different from ours so depending on when those funds come in is when that will post to certain 
account so once we hit our ceiling in any particular program area essentially we have caps in 
almost every program area that we perform in the services end once we receive that cap the 
State’s on the hook for 62% of the rest so until you hit that cap we’re at 100% once we go over 
it’s 62% usually those settlements come in a couple of years later and 2016 is a good example 
of that which doesn’t say it in the report but we received two settlements that year so because of 
that we didn’t receive one in ’17 so you see a discrepancy in that manner but it’s all about when 
those settlements come in for the state funds that are 62 ½ % really and how they post.  So 
what I will tell you Steve is we’ll keep monitoring and we’ll see how it shakes out but I think 
probably around that 15% to 20% range is really what you’re going to see hold true for the cost 
of local. 
 
McNALLY:  You don’t believe that we’re going to get a 76% - 77% every year going forward? 
 
MASCARENAS:  No, no. 
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HARRINGTON: Other questions for Mike? There being none, thank you Mike. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Last thing I’m sorry Charlie.  Your summer programs I just wanted to bring to 
your attention we do have those trainings. I did send the flyers to them all for anybody who 
missed RTE training Camp Dudley has been gracious enough to allow anybody you need to go 
to them and I did supply a contact number in there and the dates when they are holding their 
training so if you had somebody that missed or you’d like to take that training you can get ahold 
of me or Evan George is the person at Camp Dudley I put his email in the report I gave you to 
contact him directly.  I’m good Charlie. 
 
HARRINGTON: No other pieces of information? 
 
MASCARENAS:  I can give you a bunch. 
 
HARRINGTON: Okay, thank you very much. 
 

 
*********************** 

 
 The next item on the agenda was the Mental Health Department with Terri Morse 
reporting as follows: 
 
MORSE:  Good morning everyone.  Since I high jacked your meeting last month I’m not going to 
do that this month so I’ll make it very brief.  As my report indicates we are making headway on 
increasing our psychiatric services in Essex County.  The New York State Office of Mental 
Health is coming our agency at the end of June and hopefully giving us the thumbs up to say 
turn it on, go ahead so our hope is by the middle July we’ll have increasing not increase, like we 
will have psychiatric services at Essex County because we’ve been without since I shouldn’t say 
without we’ve been lower since November. 
The other thing I wanted to mention too is the last bulletin the item under the highlights section.  
I just wanted to update you on that we have we meaning Essex County Mental Health and the 
Mental Health Association in Essex County have figured out a way that we can provide case 
management at the jail one day a week.  Something is better than nothing. So what we’re going 
to be doing is a staff member from the Mental Health Association is going to be at the jail one 
day a week and helping individuals create a discharge plan so for an Essex County resident if 
they need to be connected to St. Joes, if they need to be connected to DSS, if they need to be 
connected to Essex County Mental Health that individual we’ll set up an appointment, we’ll 
make sure that the person went to the appointment if they didn’t they will try to reach out to 
them and say hey, you had an appointment on August 1, you didn’t show up what can we do so 
that we can get people connected with the services that they probably need to be participating 
in if they just sat in jail for a period of time so that’s exciting. 
I also wanted to comment on a couple of things that Mike’s presentation brought up and one of 
the things you probably don’t realize when it comes to this Medicaid taxi issue is that the Mental 
Health Association for their clients you used to do a fair amount of transporting the people that 
they worked with to the services that they needed.  They needed to go to DSS a staff member 
from the MHA would take them to DSS or they would run them to an appointment at maybe a 
primary care physician, etc. etc.  They stopped being taxi drivers about three years ago and the 
reason they did that is because they were not getting reimbursed for all the mileage they were 
putting on the cars so when they and this is a contributor to the problem that when they stopped 
doing that it left a real hole for how those people were going to get to where they needed to go.  
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We at Essex County Mental Health also saw a huge increase in people accessing our services 
when the paid taxi got put into place so that’s the good news is that people actually got to the 
services that they desperately needed to have so now without this service it’s going to impact 
those people in trying to get to where they need to be to get services so either Essex County 
Mental Health for example needs to put a satellite clinic in every community so that people can 
get there which is going to be really difficult for us to do or we’re going to have to figure out as a 
county how we’re going to help provide those transportation services to the people that can’t get 
to Elizabethtown or can’t get from their house that’s four miles away in Ticonderoga to the 
satellite clinic that we have in Ticonderoga because four miles for somebody is a real hardship. 
So we do have a problem in our Essex County regarding this transportation and it needs to be 
fixed because if we take it away like it is we’re going to create bigger problems so I’d love to be 
part of some sort of committee to help figure out that problem because I’ve got ideas. 
The other thing I wanted to mention that I love how Mike said about the opioid crisis and you 
guys wanting numbers and Mike said something to the effect that we need to be focusing on 
substance abuse numbers rather than just opioid abuse numbers because even we could 
magically solve the opioid crisis issue it doesn’t solve the problem so our department could 
definitely provide you with the numbers of the diagnosis like alcohol use disorder.  I can provide 
that information to you which would be probably valuably it’s not going to give you numbers that 
reflect Essex County it’s going to reflect those people that accessed our services so it’s just a 
small segment of the population but I’d be happy to do that for you and I can give you alcohol 
diagnosis, opioid diagnosis, cannabis diagnosis all of that is that something you would like? 
 
PRESTON: Yes. 
 
MORSE:  Great.  I have two resolutions.  We’d like to have a resolution passed for Sue Ann 
Caron and Charlie Lustig to become members of the Essex County community Services Board. 
Sue Ann serving a term from June 13 of this year to December 31, 2019 and Charlie is from 
June 13, 2018 to December 31, 2021. 
 
HARRINGTON: This motion is endorsed by Mr. Politi, a second Mr. Gillilland. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENTS OF SUE ANN CARON AND CHARLES 
LUSTIG AS MEMBERS OF THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD (CSB)  
Moved by Mr. Politi, seconded by Mr. Gillilland 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions, concerns?  All those in favor signify by saying aye, opposed – 
carried. 
 
MORSE: That concludes my report for today. 
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you very much Terri and hopefully you and Mike and other persons will 
coordinate a meeting to deal with the taxi concerns. 
 
MORSE: We will certainly present a proposal to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
PRESTON: A statement then a question.  I firmly believe that mental health for anyone who 
wants it is extremely important because I think what’s happening in our country has to do with 
mental health and I’m hoping that that could be the answer because these shootings of police 
officers that everybody is like, hold on there’s just another one is very, very wrong and I think 
these school shootings goes back to mental health so it’s extremely important in my opinion and 
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the question is do you know off the top of your head how many people are being treated in your 
office? 
 
MORSE:  Yes you actually have that information on your report. 
 
PRESTON:  Sorry. 
 
MORSE:  That’s okay.  So right now we have well, in April like Mike the numbers are always 
behind we have 459 people in April of 2018 that were being served in our organization so 259 
into 38,000. 
 
PRESTON: Thank you. 
 
MORSE:  You’re welcome.  You know one of the things I’m just going to propose to you to 
respond to your statement is that we all have to come to an agreement about the definition of 
mental health and I typically my perspective is that it’s the broadest sense of the term and I 
remember this is a little bit of a joke, I remember asking a psychiatrist in our office who has a 
mental health, like what does mental health mean and who has a mental health disorder and he 
kind of looked at me and said, do they have parents?   With that I conclude my report. 
 
JACKSON:  You’re going one day to the jail and I’m glad you are able to do that to help the 
people.  I’m assuming you’re just helping with the limited time and resources that you have that 
you’re helping the Essex County residents there not the people that are boarding there from 
other counties? 
 
MORSE:  So because the money that is coming from the New York State Office of Mental 
Health is coming to our county to provide that service the care manager will be working with 
Essex County residents only. 
 
JACKSON: Thank you.  With that limited amount of time I hope you concentrate on them. 
 
MORSE:  Well I only have money for one day a week in 2018 to plan is to increase it to two 
days in 2019. 
 
JACKSON: Good. 
 
MORSE:  Because I’ll have more money. 
 
HARRINGTON: Other questions or concerns for Terri this morning?  There being none, thank 
you very much for your report. 
 
MORSE: Absolutely. 
 

*********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Public Health Department with Linda Beers 
reporting as follows: 
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BEERS:  Good morning.  Wow, that’s a tough act to follow with these two.  I have two 
resolutions I’d like to do them first.  I have a resolution accepting policies and procedures from 
my professional advisory council and my public health advisory council. 
 
HARRINGTON: An endorsement of that resolution by Mr. Giordano, a second please Mr. 
Wilson. 
 
RESOLUTION ADOPTING AND APPROVING THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT REVIEWS 
AND POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE PREVENTIVE SERVICES AND APPROVED 
BY THE PHAC ON 3/6/18 AND THE HOME HEALTH UNIT APPROVED BY THE PHAC ON 
6/5/18. 
Moved by Mr. Giordano, seconded by Mr. Wilson. 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions or concerns? There being none, all those in favor signify by saying 
aye, opposed – carried. 
 
BEERS: I also provided you with a report one from our public health unit and one from our 
certified home health agency. I guess I will just point out a few things on the CHHA which we 
call our home health unit, readmission from New York State is an average there’s a few that 
leave the hospital and have to be readmitted our Essex County certified home health agency is 
at 8% which is well under the State average. We do a phenomenal job.  We also have a 
telehealth coordinator. We have twenty units that have been placed in homes and we hired a 
gal named Melinda Smith effective 5/28 and she’s going out and administering and those 
telehealth units into homes.  They’re extremely important for people in monitoring their general 
overall health. They do blood pressure, weights of people with congestive heart failure will get 
on the scale, they do it the scale the scale talks to them but what’s more important is the scale 
reports back so just recently it alerts us if somebody has made a significant weight gain.  So just 
recently a gentleman did that. He didn’t think anything of it when his weight was ten pounds up 
but we got an alert on our end saying something is really wrong. We called him and he was 
taken to his primary care doctor not the emergency room where they changed his Lasix or 
medication to effect he had gained significant water weight overnight in a really short period of 
time and so these things are really fabulous and preventive hospitalization.   
This board also with the help of DSRIP we hired trained one of our own a wound ostomy WOCN 
nurse. She’s made significant gains in this county because we only do county people in our 
certified home health agency in closing wounds, getting the right wound care. We do see 
possible readmission. We do see infection and reducing the amount of times a nurse has to go 
out by creating the best bandages that are necessary. There’s lots of new stuff out there.  So I 
call attention to all of those things and again tell you that the Essex County Certified Home 
Health Agency ranks in the top of New York State for performance repeated and there’s 
something to be really proud of. 
Susan Allott also has a report in here that’s called to Human Services on the Public Health unit 
and in there we’re talking about and I will just call attention to we are moving forward with 
accreditations on August 14 all of our documents have to be in a row. It’s called PHAB, Public 
Health Accreditation Bureau we will be in the top probably 10% in the nation of Public Health 
Departments that have done this.  It really highlights the excellent work that my staff do and the 
phenomenal policies and procedures and carrying out things into detail.  So we submitted 
several documents and we scored 100% and we were all approved so we’re looking forward 
and we think we’re absolutely on track for doing that. 
Just also our Facebook page we saw 22,116 reaches.  Many people have liked us. There’s lot 
of information about ticks, Lyme disease, woman’s health and all kinds of interesting facts so if 
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you haven’t liked us on Facebook please do and in closing I would like to also say that myself 
and Kristy Sprague for almost two years now run Essex County Heroin and Opioid Coalition so 
DSS is a member, Mental Health is a member, I am a member, Prevention Team is a member, 
the State Police, the Sheriff’s Department, Patty Bashaw is in it so we have a group meeting 
and they have been meeting regularly.  We have moved significant dials in Essex County when 
it comes to heroin and opioid overdose we’ve created, we’ve given out naloxone and a 
significant amount of people have been trained.  We continue to do that work and we continue 
to coordinate on a county level.  Data has been an issue but I propose that maybe I mean we 
can get it piece meal or potentially I’m going to ask the Essex County Heroin and Opioid group 
to make a report to this board and you’ll get everybody’s data at once and talk about what we’re 
seeing but it will be everybody’s data but consolidate it and maybe a little better fashion we’ll 
talk about that and we can trend on that probably not every month but every three months and I 
think you’ll get a really good picture of what’s going on and what we’re doing as a coalition.  I 
also encourage you to attend.  We’re not having a meeting in July but our next meeting will be in 
August, I’m sorry we’re not having a meeting in June but our next meeting will be in July and I’m 
happy to send it out.  We have a fabulous group. We’ve been recognized by the State for having 
the right people at the right place so I think we plan and intend to move the dial some more on 
that.   
Just on another note, recently I got a grant with ECHO and we purchased 14 Ipad laptops with 
the correct cover cases so they can be medically durable and together with Patty Bashaw’s 
EMS department we’ll fit almost every ambulance with these tablets and why because it’s to call 
opioid mapping.  Every time they do Narcan or come upon a scene they are going to use these 
laptops and document it so we’ll have a map of wherever OD happens in Essex County 
because these ambulances will be fitted with this application that will now be in the ambulance.  
Also the Alliance for Positive Health which is in Plattsburgh serves Essex County just last week 
they gave us all their data on the amount of Narcan and how it was administered in the last six 
months.  So we’re starting to get some really good data which is not be good, I’m sorry to say I 
think a much bleaker picture than what we have traditional done because Essex County is 
challenging to get data out of but it’s one of our missions and ECHO too to get our groups to 
continue to get us more data and create a picture.  Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON: Do you have another resolution? 
 
BEERS: I should have did those as two one for PAC and one for PHAC resolutions to accept 
policies and procedures. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Linda you and I several weeks ago talked about the overtures from Hamilton 
County you know and trying to come and I won’t say coach but your great software program and 
stuff like that have they reached out to you more or have they made overtures toward you? 
 
BEERS:  Yup. 
 
GILLILLAND: No? 
 
BEERS:  No the answer is yes.  Yes, yes Hamilton County is a real rural county I have to say 
they are not even a county they are considered a Frontier.  They have a certified home health 
agency and just like our county one and their cost per visit is astronomical but they can’t get it 
any private industry to take it so their Chairman of their board I’m sorry I don’t remember his 
name he’s looking for solutions. They asked and I have a mentor Erica Mahoney who is the new 
Public Health Director there so I mentor her and she’s been coming to our Public Health 
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Department and I’ve correlated her and signed her up with my CHHA staff  they are training her 
on every best policy but have they asked for potentially more partnerships they have. I’ve talked 
to Dan Palmer about it and we hold our own tightly because we’re small knit so I only offer what 
anybody suggests I do but we don’t necessarily have the staff to bail them out either. 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you. 
 
BEERS: You’re welcome. 
 
JACKSON: One thing we’re talking about the opioid but another issue we’ve actually seemed to 
have made some good steps met with the State passing laws it’s very difficult for the people to 
get the ingredients they need to make it and I know in our area I think it’s been a year and a half 
maybe two years we had to pick up anybody in the ambulance with meth so it seems like while 
we’re losing on the opioid at least we’ve gained on the meth issue which in some ways in my 
opinion is even worse than the opioid so at least a little bit of good news in my opinion on that. 
 
BEERS: Yeah I think education is knowledge, right? 
 
JACKSON: Yes. 
 
BEERS: The more we educate people the better we get resolving the problems and I’m going to 
resiliently agree that 90% of this is a mental health disorder in people social determinacy and 
where people live.  I mean the opioid crisis has repeatedly called in by Cuomo Public Health 
campaign and it is because over marginally is all public and all health in every degree. 
 
HARRINGTON: Other concerns? 
 
WILSON:  How long until you have some of that mapping data that’s good enough to release? 
 
BEERS: I think Patty will get those tablets this week.  This act had to be trained for some period 
of time maybe over the last month all our EMS, there was some ground work that needed to be 
set so she was doing the ground work as I was working the grant.  I think it’s all going to come 
together probably you’ll definitely get them probably I can do them today.  We only got the 
laptops last week. 
 
WILSON: Thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Other questions for Linda?  There being none, thank you very much Linda. 
 
BEERS: You’re welcome. 
 

*********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Office for the Aging with Krissy Leerkes reporting 
as follows: 
 
LEERKES: Good morning. So everybody has a copy of my report.  I just want to do a couple 
quick highlights.   You’ll see on the front page of the report is in regards to our SCSEP program 
that’s our Senior Community Service Employment Program we refer to it as Title V. Up until this 
year the Office for the Aging received that grant money and we contracted with ACAP for that 
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program.  To kind of enhance the funding which is very minimal NYSOFA, New York State 
Office for the Aging has implemented a regional approach for the Title V program so instead of 
every Office for the Aging that participate in this program receiving the money they went out and 
did the RFP for at least six or seven different regions. We’re in region 4 which includes Clinton, 
Essex, Franklin, Jefferson and St. Lawrence and the company that will be taking over that 
program effective July 1st is the Associates for Training and Development they are out of St. 
Albans. They operate this program in many, many states so we don’t anticipate any issues with 
that transition for Essex County we only have a few slots right now. We only have one older 
worker employed and that gentleman is out of the Town of Moriah so on Friday they will be 
meeting ACAP, myself and the Associates for Training and kind of have a transition meeting to 
make sure there is no hiccups in that transition. 
Also in the bottom of the report you’ll see that we are going to be potentially partnering with the 
University of Albany School of Public Health. They approached myself and Becky Preve who is 
the Franklin County Director as well as Albany County to be a partner in a grant that they are 
going to be submitting at the end of this month to the Centers CDC and what they are going to 
do is they are looking at how social isolation how it is affected negatively or positively for an 
individual that is receiving a public funded nutrition program so our home delivered meals 
program or our visiting our congregate sites so if they actually do receive this money they’ll 
come up, they’ll pool and survey our individuals as well as Franklin County individuals and kind 
of look at what we as well as ACAP what we’re doing great, what we need to work on look at 
other potential programs that we need to implement to insure that are decreasing social 
isolation for the individuals that we’re serving so for us to be able to have that opportunity is 
definitely I think is great. 
On the back you’ll see that our farmer’s market coupons have arrived.  For the new supervisors 
this is a program that if individuals meet income guidelines they will be eligible for a booklet of 
$20 that they can use at the local farmer’s market so it not only increases access for our older 
adults for fresh produce but obviously it is a great enhancement for our local farmer’s so most of 
our staff will be out at the site, at some of the town halls to distribute these as well as they’ll 
make home visits. 
You also today I handed out a double-sided two-page packet. This is just to make sure that all 
of the town supervisors are aware that within our reporting data base we have an emergency 
preparedness module so in your packet this is some information that we can record if the 
individual gives us consent to do so and it breaks down their living status, what they have in 
place in the effect that there was an emergency.  Back in May when we lost power over the 
weekend we were able to utilize this report and locate some individuals that had oxygen that 
were actually running out of oxygen. We worked very closely with Patty and EMS to insure that 
we got those individuals oxygen but this is something that we can run at any given time.  If we 
get something that is isolated in a township we can run this data, run this report, we can share it 
with Emergency Services so when in doubt if  you ever need this information don’t hesitate to 
reach out just as long as we have consent. 
Another quick note, at the end of this week Thursday I believe we are working with, we’re going 
to be the host agency and we’re working closely with Adult Protective with New York State 
Police as well as the Sheriff’s Department to look at implementing an enhanced multi-
disciplinary team. This is a new effort in Essex County.  This effort will primarily focus on 
financial exploitation of older adults and those that are vulnerable but as well as also looking at 
individuals really tough cases to get all the key partners around the table. In the future when we 
get this team  up and running there will be a great potential that we will be able to receive grant 
funding through New York State Office for the Aging to allow us access to a forensic accountant 
to take a peek at some of these exploitation cases that sometimes are not prosecuted but they 
should so that’s just something in the works that I will be working on. 
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And I have one resolution and that is just to increase revenue and appropriations in the among 
of $250.00 for monies received from LiveOn New York for our Medicare Senior Patrol activities. 
 
HARRINGTON:  An endorsement by Mr. Merrihew, a second by Mr. Giordano. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE OFFICE FOR THE AGING 
INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF $250.00, FROM 
COUNCIL OF SENIOR CENTER AND SERVICES d/b/a LIVEON NEW YORK. 
Moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Giordano. 
 
HARRINGTON: Questions or concerns regarding this resolution? All those in favor signify by 
saying aye, opposed – carried. 
 
LEERKES: Any questions. 
 
HARRINGTON: Any questions for Krissy? 
 
JACKSON:  More of a comment than a question.  With the problems back in May with the home 
oxygen almost all of it were people it seems like everyone is going with the concentrators now 
instead of having the tanks and they suppliers are required to have tanks available for them that 
they have at their house for when the electricity goes off but a lot of people don’t want those big 
tanks sitting around so they refuse them and then when the electricity goes off all of a sudden 
you have this problem so if you can encourage the people to keep a reserve tank that would 
certainly make life easier on emergency services because in addition to the problems you have 
on your regular load of cases and stuff so you really get stretched thin when you have 
something like this happen and the majority of it can be avoided so you could encourage your 
people to take a tank and put it in the back room or some place so that it’s available that would 
be a great help. 
 
LEERKES: Definitely, thank you. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Yes, Mr. Chairman I wanted to propose a resolution of, first of all I want to 
commend Krissy and her team for the great work they did during that power outage going and 
checking on all the clients and stuff, all the wellness checks identify and getting generators to 
people that needed them, oxygen, etc. you know I had her operating in my town and in other 
towns and in coordinating with the Emergency Services and Fire Departments and stuff so I 
believe it is well deserved and I would like to offer a resolution of commendation to Krissy and 
her team for actions during that power outage. 
 
 
RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION TO OFFICE OF THE AGING DIRECTOR, KRISSY 
LEERKES AND HER STAFF FOR THEIR EXCELLENT AND SELFLESS SERVICE AND 
ASSISTANCE TO THE PEOPLE OF ESSEX COUNTY DURING THE RECENT POWER 
OUTAGE WHICH OCCURRED THE WEEKEND OF MAY 4, 2018. 
Moved by Mr. Gillilland, unanimously seconded. 
 
HARRINGTON: Thank you. 
 
LEERKES: Thank you.  In turn Shaun that reminds me of something is from that event working 
with Patty and the local EMS squads it really sparked the fact that we need to make sure that 
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not only everybody sitting around this table as well as our professional partners but our EMS 
providers need to know that we are a resource so and I believe in June or July? 
 
BASHAW: June. 
 
LEERKES:  June, okay. We’ll be presenting to – 
 
BASHAW: July. 
 
LEERKES:  July okay to all the EMS providers to ensure that they not only know about the 
resource that we have here with the emergency preparedness module because people we see 
they may not see and vice-versa so we want to make sure we are all on the same page but we 
also want to make sure that EMS providers know that they if they are seeing they are 
responding to the same individual day in and day out that use us as a resource to make sure 
that we can get services in there and decrease the calls.  I know that it has been successful in 
many cases could it be used more? Absolutely so thank you. 
 
HARRINGTON: Any other questions for Krissy this morning?  Thank you very much Krissy. 
We certainly have witnesses the high degree of professionalism and the competence 
demonstrated by all the Directors here this morning. They certainly have a challenging task with 
that having been said we are adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Human Services Meeting it was 
adjourned at 10:15 am. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 
 
 
 
 


